Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a framework for modeling and solving a variety of realworld problems. Once the problem is expressed as a finite set of constraints, the goal is to find the variables' values satisfying them. Even though the problem is in general NP-complete, there are some approximation and practical techniques to tackle its intractability. One of the most widely used techniques is the Constraint Propagation. It consists in explicitly excluding values or combination of values for some variables whenever they make a given subset of constraints unsatisfied. In this paper, we deal with a CSP subclass which we call 4-CSP and whose constraint network infers relations of the form: {x ∼ α, x − y ∼ β, (x − y) − (z − t) ∼ λ}, where x, y, z and t are real variables, α, β and λ are real constants and ∼∈ {≤, ≥}. The paper provides the first graph-based proofs of the 4-CSP tractability and elaborates algorithms for 4-CSP resolution based on the positive linear dependence theory, the hypergraph closure and the constraint propagation technique. Time and space complexities of the resolution algorithms are proved to be polynomial.
Introduction
Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a fundamental concept in constraints programing. It is fundamentally used to model and solve research problems, such as optimization, calculus and programming. CSP has received a remarkable interest over the last years, which has effectively led to the development of a rich theory that relies on techniques from various areas, especially operation research and artificial intelligence. Most real-world problems can be successfully solved using CSP; among which we can cite resource allocation, scheduling, building design, graph coloring problem, temporal reasoning, financial profits maximization, paths optimization, data clustering, tomography, and more recently natural language processing [7, 17, 43] .
Within the CSP framework, a problem is considered as a finite set of variables which values, satisfying certain problem-specific constraints, are assigned to. Actually, solving a CSP aims to achieve one or more of the following goals:
1. Finding all solutions, i.e. all combinations of values that satisfy all the constraints.
Finding one solution.
3. Detecting an inconsistency. 4 . Finding an optimal solution with regard to some metrics or objective functions.
Finding all optimal solutions.
6. Reducing all interval domains to smaller sizes. 7 . Reaching a solved form from which all the solutions can be easily generated.
Determining whether a finite CSP (i.e. CSP with finite domain variables) has a solution is, in general, an NP-complete problem [35] , which is also the case with finding one solution. An earlier attempt to solve CSPs relies on the guess and check strategy; This latter consists in guessing the assignments of all variables and checking whether they satisfy all constraints. This allows to solve the CSP in a polynomial time. Actually, a CSP can be solved in a reasonable time either by studying the tractability of its specific subclasses or by using the heuristics and combinatorial search methods. Furthermore, the important result of Schaefer (Dichotomy Theorem) [42] states that every Boolean CSP is contained in one out of six cases and gives necessary and sufficient conditions to classify the problem in polynomial-time or NP-complete. This theorem was recently generalized to a larger class of CSP (i.e. propositional logic of graphs) [15] .
Recently, many researches have been conducted on development of effective techniques for CSPs solving, especially for the finite domain case. Examples include Constraint Propagation (CP) [5] , Forward Checking (FC) [11] , Maintaining Arc Consistency (MAC) [32, 33] , and MAC-Backtracking techniques [46] . Another important topic of great application in artificial intelligence and which is considered as a special case of CSP, is the boolean SATisfiability problem (SAT) [24, 2] . The SAT problem is the first known NP-complete problem, it consists in checking the satisfiability of a given propositional logic formula. Despite the SAT complexity, many of SAT instances that occur in practical issues can be solved in polynomial time. Checking the satisfiability of a formula in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) is a SAT subclass where each clause is limited to at most three literals (3-SAT [40] ). It is one of Karp's 21 NP-complete problems. Besides that, 2-SAT and Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) can be checked in linear time.
Tractability of CSPs can be reached by considering specific classes. These classes are obtained by limiting the allowed domains or the relations which appear in constraints. For example, if the domain is binary and all variables are binary, the satisfiability is polynomial-time solvable (equivalent to 2-SAT). This paper deals with a subclass of CSPs in which constraints are expressed as inequalities written in one of the following forms: { x ∼ α, x − y ∼ β, (x − y) − (z − t) ∼ λ}, such that x, y, z and t are real variables, α, β and λ are real constants and ∼∈ {≤, ≥}. We denote this CSP subclass by "4-CSP". There are several reasons for which studying CSPs is important, firstly because CSP are omnipresent in a number (différent) of real-world problems and secondly for reason of their reduced complexity proven to be polynomial. Many types of hard and useful real-world problems can be modeled as 4-CSPs. The Four Phase Handshake Protocol [14] given in [31] , and depicted in Figure. 1 is one example, amongst others. This protocol uses two clocks x 1 , x 2 , two parameters minIO, maxIO, and the following constraints:
Dealing with the protocol comes down to deal with its equivalent 4-CSP.
An other relevant example that shows the utility of 4-CSPs is the verification of temporal constraints in real-time systems. Parametric Timed Automata (PTA) [3] are among the most popular formalisms for modeling real-time systems. Almost all the systems modeled by this type of automata can be represented by a 4-CSP. PTA facilitate the manipulation of real-time systems, especially for their control and verification. Unfortunately, most of PTA verification problems are undecidable [10, 4] . In this model, a clock (timer) or a difference of two-clocks is compared to a linear combination of parameters. Hune et al. [27] define the subclass "lower bound/upper bound (L/U) automata", where each parameter occurs in the timing constraints either as a lower bound or as an upper bound. In fact, L/U automata can be used to model the Fisher's mutual exclusion algorithm, the root contention protocol, and other known examples from the literature [27] . The algorithms based on the 4-CSP framework can serve for an accelerated L/U automata verification.
In addition, the results presented in this paper show that the 4-CSP can be used to derive a numerical abstract domain [22, 23, 30] . Numerical abstract domains are widely used in static program analysis. Numerical abstraction [22, 25, 37, 21, 28] , applied in static code analysis, provides a wider set of reachable states that guarantees the safety of the result. The challenge consists of choosing the suitable numerical abstract domain and formal methods capable to analyze all program behaviors. The abstract domain defined based on the 4-CSP extends the conjunction of octagonal invariants [37] , called Unit Two Variable Per Inequality (UTVPI) constraints, with inequalities of the form: {(x − y) − (z − t) ≤ λ}. The precision of the derived domain lies between the domains of octagons [37] and polyhedra [28] .
Using the general CSP framework to express the constraints in the aforementioned examples is very complex and almost NP-Complete. The 4-CSP framework is however precise enough to cover all their constraints and has the advantage to be linear in time and space. The 4-CSP constraint set can be seen as a subclass of the octahedron constraint set [21] which has the form: Σ(
However, the complexity of octahedra operations over n variables is 3 n in memory and 3 n in execution time [21] . This is very costly compared to the complexity of our implementation proved to be cubic in the number of variables. One question that immediately comes to mind when solving the 4-CSP is why it is not enough to use the classical solving techniques, namely Linear Programming (LP). Actually, the LP seems to be not suitable for the 4-CSP presented in this paper, but it is limited just to finding an optimal solution with regard to some objective function, whereas the computation methods based on 4-CSP framework have many other goals: to guarantee the existence of a solution, to reduce all interval domains to smaller sizes and to achieve a solved form where all the solutions can easily be generated.
To sum up, the main contributions of this paper consist of:
1. Setting a theoretical basis for the 4-CSP and giving a data structure for its domains.
2. Providing, based on hypergraph theory coupled with positive linear dependence theory, the first graph-based method for the 4-CSP tractability.
3. Developing a modified arc consistency algorithm that combines the MAC algorithm with the hypergraph closure in order to easily solve the 4-CSPs: either to check the emptiness of solution set or to list the solutions. All these operations have a polynomial time and space complexity.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: The second section highlights some basic definitions and provides the mathematical background of the paper. In section 3, we establish a hypergraph-based characterization of the feasibility problem. In section 4, we show the 4-CSP problem resolution methods and algorithms. Section 5 discusses the implementation issues of our approaches. Finally, section 6 concludes and draws some perspectives.
Fundamental Mathematical Theories
Throughout this paper, we use the following notations:
• N (resp. Z) denotes the set of natural numbers (resp. integers) and R (resp. Q) the set of real (resp. rational) numbers.
• For a domain T (R or Q), and n ∈ N :
-T ≥0 denotes the set {x | x ≥ 0, x ∈ T}. +∞ (resp. −∞) denotes positive (resp. negative) infinity such that: for all t ∈ T, −∞ < t < +∞, t + (+∞) = (+∞) + t = +∞ and t + (−∞) = (−∞) + t = −∞. T denotes T ∪ {+∞, −∞}.
-P (T) denotes the power set of T. For a set S ⊆ P(T), min(S) (resp. max(S)) is the minimal (resp. maximal) element of S. When S has no lower bound (resp. upper bound), then min(S) = −∞ (resp. max(S) = +∞).
-For a set X = {x 1 , x 2 , ...., x n } of valued variables over T, a valuation ν over X is a function that associates to each variable of X, a value in T:
ν can be seen as a vector of T n . V(X) denotes the set of valuations over X. D x i is the set of possible values for the variable x i and it is called domain of x i . x 0 is a special variable that is always equal to zero i.e. D x 0 = {0} and X 0 = X ∪ {x 0 }.
-(T n , +, ×) denotes the n-dimensional vector space over T. The vector e 0 denotes the zero vector of T n . The set {e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e n } denotes the canonical basis (standard basis) of T n , that is :
Positive Linear Dependence
The theory of positive linear dependence was initiated by J. Farkas [26] and T. Motzkin [38] , and developed by Chandler Davis [18] . In this paper, we consider an adaptation of this theory. Therefore, the definitions given in the rest of this section are slightly different from those of Chandler. After giving the adapted definitions, the fundamental theorem for the simple and positively dependent sets is introduced. Let f = (V i ) i∈ [1,r] be a family of distinct non-empty vectors of T n . A strictly positive combination of f is a linear combination Theorem 1 If f is simple, then the scalars (λ i ) i∈ [1,r] ∈ N >0 that satisfy the equation In other words, if we have (λ i ) i∈ [1,r] ∈ N >0 and (α i ) i∈ [1,r] 
. This can be proved based on the proof of "theorem 4.3" given by Chandler in [18] .
Proof 1 The proof is based on the following claim:
• For all 1 ≤ p < r, the only scalars (α i ) i∈ [1,p] ∈ Z that satisfy the equation
This claim states that any sub-family of f is not positively independent in Z. Since f is positively dependent, then there exist (λ i ) i∈ [1,r] ∈ N >0 such that
Now, assuming that we can find (α i ) i∈ [1,p] ∈ Z such that α i = 0, for all i ∈ [1, p] and:
And, let 
It is clear that this sum is grater that zero if
. Thus, 0 = ( [1,r] ∈ N >0 and (α i ) i∈ [1,r] ∈ N >0 such that
and has at most r − 1 vectors. From the previous result we deduce that:
In this way, Theorem 1 states a fundamental result that allows the characterization of constraints to be considered while checking the emptiness of a general CSP. Furthermore, it identifies the constraints set that may have an impact on the computation of the tight bound of a given linear constraint. The case of 4-CSP is further explained in the section 2.3.
Constraint Satisfaction Problem

Definition 2 (Constraint Satisfaction Problem) A Constraint Satisfaction Problem is a triplet N = (X, D, C), where:
• X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n } is a set of variables.
•
where D x i ∈ T is the set of possible values for the variable x i .
• C = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c r } is a set of constraints.
A constraint c i ∈ C is a pair < u i , R i >, where u i ⊆ X is subset of k variables and R i is a k-ary relation on these variables. A valuation ν satisfies < u i , R i > if the values assigned to the variables of u i satisfy the relation R i . A valuation is consistent if it verifies all the constraints in C ( i.e. c i ), and is complete if it includes all variables. Each valuation that is consistent and complete is a CSP solution. By abuse of notation, c i denotes the CSP constraint set, and we write C = c i .
Most of research works dealing with CSPs consider binary constraints (i.e. k = 2). The constraints considered in this work are defined in the next paragraphs to be atomic 4-Constraints.
4-Constraint Satisfaction Problem
Motivated by many real-life problems like temporal system verification,we introduce the 4-CSP with the atomic 4-constraints defined below. Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , ...., x n } be a set of real-valued variables over T.
Definition 3 An atomic 4-constraint over X is an inequality of the form:
where m ijpq ∈ T, ∼∈ {≤, ≥}, and for all k ∈ {i, j, p, q}, k ∈ {0, 1}.
An atomic 4-constraint is said to be in its canonical form iff for all k ∈ {i, j, p, q}, k = 0 and " ∼ " is equal to " ≤ ".
For instance, (
It is easy to see that, by introducing a special variable x 0 , which is always equal to zero, every atomic 4-constraint might be converted to its canonical form. For example, the 4-constraint (0
The set of atomic (resp. canonical) 4-constraints over X is denoted by Φ(X) (resp. 4-Φ(X)). In the rest of the paper, we will not distinguish between Φ(X) and 4-Φ(X 0 ), and we will consider only canonical 4-constraints. For a canonical 4-constraint c ijpq = (
• The normal vector of the hyperplane induced by c ijpq (variables involved in c ijpq ):
• The upper bound (the weight function):
Definition 4 A 4-CSP S over X, is expressed as a conjunction of constraint set noted:
A solution of the 4-CSP is then a solution of m canonical 4-constraints over X 0 , where m is the number of non-redundant conjunction terms.
For a 4-CSP S over X, we denote by C s the set of all canonical 4-constraints of S, and D s the domain of solutions for 4 − CSP . For a valuation ν ∈ V(X 0 ), ν ∈ D s iff ν satisfies all constraints of C s . D s is an empty set iff for all ν ∈ V(X 0 ), ν ∈ D s . As an example, the 4-CSP defined by the following 4-constraints:
is not empty since the valuation defined by (
In order to keep bounds of constraints involved in the 4-CSP S, we extend the mapping F b to C s , in the usual way:
In this way, F s b keeps the upper bounds of constraints involved in S and sets to positive infinity the other constraints not in C s (the weight function related to S). Finally, S is said to be a bounded 4-CSP if there exits a scalar w ∈ T such that:
Hypergraph based characterization of the tractability problem
Graph-based algorithms has been widely used for checking the feasibility (or the emptiness) of a system of inequalities with restricted form, such as the potential constraints conjunctions [25] ( (x i − x j ≤ m ij )) and Octagons [37] ( (±x i ± x j ≤ m ij )). In the case of potential constraints, a data structure called Difference Bound Matrices (DBM) is used to store the system constraints. A DBM can be seen as the adjacency matrix of a directed graph G = (N, E, w) (potential graph), where the set N corresponds to the system variables, E ⊆ N 2 and w ∈ E → T is the weight function defined by:
A well known result of Bellman [8] shows when DBMs are feasible. In fact, Bellman proves that a DBM is empty if and only if there exists, in its associated potential graph, a cycle with a strictly negative total weight. The concept of cycles (either simple cycle or closed walk) used in graph theory is able to handle constraints of the form ±x i ± x j ≤ m ij (plan constraints). However, it will not handle constraints of the
Broadly speaking, this work aims to develop scalable algorithms based on graph theory, for the feasibility checking and canonical form computation of CSPs. The question that immediately arises is can a graph theory based approach for general CSP feasibility characterization achieve similar results to that of Bellman? As will be discussed, the answer is fortunately positive for 4-CSP. This is because hypergraph theory coupled with positive linear dependence theory gives us strong theoretical tools to answer the raised question. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to 4-CSP; however, the results can be extended to CSP with constraints similar to those represented by the Octahedra abstract domain [21] .
Definition 5 A directed hypergraph [6] H is a pair (N, E), where N is a non empty set of nodes and E is a set of hyperarcs. A hyperarc e is an ordered pair (T, h), with T ⊆ N , T = ∅, and h ∈ N \T . T and h are called the tail and the head of e, and are denoted by tail(e) and head(e), respectively. A weighted directed hypergraph (N, E, w), is a directed hypergraph (N, E) that has a positive number w(e) associated with each hyperarc e, called the weight of hyperarc e.
Clearly, a 4-CSP S over X can be easily mapped to a weighted directed hypergraph (N, E, w). In fact, the set of nodes N will correspond to the set of variables X 0 . Each constraint c ijpq ∈ C(S) defines the hyperarc e = (T, h) such that: T = {x j , x p } and h = {x i , x q }. In other words, the normal vector F v (c ijpq ) of c ijpq , can be mapped to a unique hyperarc: positive values of F v (c ijpq ) are mapped to the head of e, and negative values to the tail of e. Furthermore, we can associate a weight function to the hypergraph defined by w(e) = F s b (c ijpq ).
Since the first papers of Berger [9] , the hypergraph theory has been a useful tool in several fields including computer science, mathematics, bio-informatics, engineering and chemistry [47] . Since a hypergraph is nothing but a family of sets and for the sake of clarity, in this paper, we will use the terminology of the hypergraph theory together with the notations of positive linear dependence theory. Thus, rather than using a hyperarc to map a 4-constraint, we use the corresponding normal vector F v () and we extend the notions of paths, cycles and minimal weights to hypergraphs in a consistent manner. [1,r] of normal vectors is positively dependent. We say that C generates a simple hypercycle if f = (F v (c i )) i∈ [1,r] is simple positively dependent.
Hypercycles and hyperpaths
Intuitively, C generates a hypercycle if we can find some strictly positive natural numbers λ i such that the sum λ i F v (c i ) equals the empty vector. On the one hand, this definition is quite different from those found in the literature in the sense that, the h-cycle nodes are required to appear as hyperarc tails the same number of times they appear as hyperarc heads in the associated hypergraph. On the other hand, hypercycles can be seen as a generalization of graph-based cycles where (λ i ) are equal to 1. In fact, each edge (x i , x j ) of a cycle in a graph defines the normal vector V ij = e i − e j . One can notice that 1×V ij = (e i −e j ) equals the zero vector. Thus, the family (V ij ) is positively dependent, which means that the set C = {c 1 = (
Regarding the simple h-cycle, it is the hypercycle that can not be decomposed into multiple hypercycles (like elementary cycle in graphs). Note that, the set {c, c} generates a simple h-cycle for every constraint c ∈ 4-Φ(X 0 ).
For instance, assuming that X = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 }:
In the remaining, the set of all hypercycles over 4-Φ(X 0 ) will be denoted: [1,r] ∈ N >0 , and
In a similar way, the notion of graph paths can be extended to hyperpaths as follows: From the previous example, it is easy to see that {(
The set of all hyperpaths of c ∈ 4-Φ(X 0 ) will be denoted by: 
Some results on positive hypercycles
Let S be a 4-CSP over X and H s = (N, E, w) the weighted directed hypergraph associated to S. As is the case with weighted graphs, S defines the minimum weight hypergaph H s m = (N, E, w m ). Before defining H s m , let us extend the weight function F s b () (resp. w) of S (resp. of H s ) to hypercycles and hyperpaths, in the usual way:
• For a h-path (P, (λ i )) ∈ HP ath(c) of c such that P = {p 1 , p 2 , · · · }, the weight of P in S (and it is the same for H s ) is:
As an example, the set C = {(
generates a positive h-cycle as the sum of these constraints is equal to 3 − 4 + 5 = 4. Next, we present some results of positive h-cycles. Intuitively, the theorem establishes that we have to consider only simple h-paths when searching for the minimum weight of a hyperarc (nodes of the hyperarc).
Proof 2 Let (P, (λ i ) i∈ [1,k] ) ∈ HP ath(c) such that P = {p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p k }, and
Recall that, by definition, normal vectors of P are all distinct. If k = 1 then P is simple. If P is simple then Q = P . Now, assume that P is not simple. Then, we can find a subset P 1 = {q 1 , q 2 , · · · , q r } (at most with k elements) of P ∪ {c} having the size r, such that the corresponding normal vectors are positively dependent and thus generates a h-cycle (remember that P ∪ {c} generates a h-cycle). We identify two cases: either all P 1 include c (c ∈ P 1) or there exists P 1 such that c ∈ P 1.
Case 1: c ∈ P Without loss of generality, assume that
As all hypercycles are positive, then:
− m j ≥ 0, and
From equations (8) , (5) and (4), we deduce that (8) and (6), we deduce that Q has a weight less than P :
In other words, we have constructed a new h-path Q such that Q ∪ {c} is a h-cycle with at most k elements as
) More specifically, we define Q = (q 1 , q 2 , · · · , q k ) and (β i ) by:
we drop elements of P that are dependent in P ).
From equations (9) and (10), it is easy to see that Q is a h-path of c such that:
F s b ((Q, β i )) ≤ F s b ((P, λ i )).
Note that Q has at least one element. In fact, (a) if r = k, then there exists at least one index i such that
In this way, we have constructed a h-path having at least one element with less weight than P . If Q is not simple, we replace P with Q and repeat this reasoning until having a simple h-path of c.
Case 2: c ∈ P 1. In this case, all h-cycles of P ∪ {c} contain c. Let us show that P is the sum of at least two h-paths of c. Without loss of generality, we assume that
Note that r < k as P 1 ⊂ P ∪ {c}. In the same way, we set j ≤ r such that
First, let us show that m j < 1. In fact, if m j ≥ 1, then from equation (8), we deduce that:
From equations (4), (11) , and by adding F v (c) to both sides of equation (12), we deduce
In other words, we found a h-cycle of P ∪ {c} not containing c (contradiction). Thus, m < 1. Now, let us prove that P is the sum of two h-paths of c. Let us add F v (c) to both sides of equation (8) :
Again, by reducing equation (14) using equations (4) and (11), we have:
This is nothing more than a new h-path Q1 of c having the weight
F s b ((Q1, (β i )) = 1 1 − m j × ( r i=1 α i × ( λ i α i − m j )F s b (p i ) + k i=r+1 λ i F s b (p i ))(16)
In the same way, equation (11) defines a h-path Q2 of c such that:
By replacing equations (17) and (16) in equation (8) and taking the weight function, we have:
Thus, the weight of P is written as an affine combination of the weights of Q1 and Q2. Thus, one of them has less weight than P . Again, we found a h-path of c with less weight than P .
At the end, we showed that, in all cases, we can find a simple h-path having less weight than P .
As proved in the previous theorem, simple h-paths play an outstanding role in weighted hypergraph. In the next theorem, we establish their uniqueness.
Theorem 3 Let's assume that
Then, there exists a unique family, noted U (P ), of scalars (λ i ) i∈ [1,k] such that (P, (λ i ) i∈ [1,k] ) ∈ HP ath(c). [1,k] ) ∈ HP ath(c) and (P, ( [1,k] ) ∈ HP ath(c) two simple h-paths of c. Thus
Proof 3 Let (P, (
λ i λ ) i∈α i α ) i∈λF v (c) + k i=1 λ i F v (p i ) = αF v (c) + k i=1 α i F v (p i ) = e o As the family f = {(F v (p i )) i∈[1,k] ∪ {F v (c
)} is simple positively dependent, according to theorem 1, there exists a unique solution
U (f ) = ((β i ) i∈[0,k] ). Thus, there exists m ∈ N >0 such that λ i = m×β i , α i = m×β i , λ = m × β 0 and α = m × β 0 . Hence, λ i λ = α i α = β i β 0
. At the end, the unique solution is U (P ) = ((
) i∈ [1,k] ).
Theorem 4 All hypercycles of H s are positive if and only if all simple hypercycles of H s are positive.
Proof 4
The first implication is trivial since simple hypercycles are hypercycles. Now, let (C, (λ) i∈ [1,k] ) be a hypercycle such that C = {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c k } and let us prove that
hcycle has at least two elements), and
k i=1 λ i F v (c i ) = e 0 implies that P = {c 2 , · · · , c k } generates a h-path of c 1 with weight k i=2 λ i λ 1
F s b (c i ). According to theorem 2, we can find a simple h-path (Q, (
α i α ) i∈[1,r] ) of c 1 such that r i=1 α i α F s b (q i ) ≤ k i=2 λ i λ 1 F s b (c i ). As Q∪{c 1 } is a simple h-cycle then r i=1 α i α F s b (q i )+F s b (c 1 ) ≥ 0, and thus λ 1 × ( k i=2 λ i λ 1 F s b (c i ) + F s b (c 1 )) ≥ 0.
Minimum weight hypergraph
Generally, canonicity of the systems of linear inequalities is a key point when dealing with CSPs. However, as stated in [21] (regarding roughly similar constraints i.e. octahedra constraints), computing the canonicity is hard: "finding an efficient algorithm that can compute the canonical form of an octahedron from a non-canonical system of inequalities is an open problem at the time of writing this paper ". In this part, we will introduce, for the first time, a graph-based characterization for the 4-CSP canonical form, which might lead to the development of new efficient algorithms for other CSP classes. 
Definition 9 Let S be a 4-CSP, and
Whereas F s bm is defined on the set 4 − Φ(X 0 ) as follows:
Since the upper bound of c in S might not be a tight upper bound, the minimum weight function F s bm searches for the tight upper bound of c, if it exists, by taking the smallest bound of all h-paths of c.
Theorem 5
The following assertions are equivalent: 
Proof 5 Let
C = {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c r } be a simple h-cycle such that r k=1 λ k F v (c k ) = e 0
Let's assume that every simple h-cycle of H s is positive and let's prove that the associated h-cycle to C is positive in H s m . (a) First, let us prove that for every constraint c k of C, F s bm (c k ) = −∞. i. According to theorem 2, only simple h-paths of c k can have less weight than c k . ii. According to theorem 3, each simple h-path has a unique solution. iii. The number of combinations (subset) that we can construct from the set 4-Φ(X
Thus, the set of simple h-paths of c k is finite. In other words, either F s bm (c k ) = +∞ or there exists a simple h-path
and we deduce that
On the other hand, k P k forms a h-cycle and thus
(if simple h-cycles are positive then h-cycles are also positives, from theorem 4). Finally,
r k=1 F s b ((P k , (λ k i ))) = r k=1 i λ k λ k i F s b (p k i ) = r k=1 λ k F s bm (c k ) ≥ 0. Thus, C is positives in H s m .
Let's assume that every simple h-cycle of H s m is positive and let's prove that the h-cycle associated to C is positive in H s . It is easy to see that the path {c 2 , · · · , c r } is a simple h-path of c 1 , and thus F
Next, we will give the fundamental theorem of the feasibility testing of 4-CSP. 
Then, we construct a new 4-CSP S1 from S, by replacing c k with c k defined by: At the end, the minimum weight hypergraph of S is saturated in the sense that all bounds are reachable.
Theorem 7 If
D s = ∅, then: 1. For all (i, j, p, q), if F s mb (c jipq ) = +∞, then there exists ν ∈ D s such that (ν i − ν j ) − (ν p − ν q ) = F s mb (c jipq ).
For all
(i, j, p, q), if F s mb (c jipq ) = +∞, then for all M < +∞, there exists ν ∈ D s such that (ν i − ν j ) − (ν p − ν q ) ≥ M .
Proof 7 (similar to the previous proof)
4-Constraint Satisfaction Problems
As stated in the introduction, solving a given CSP aims to achieve one or more goals. In the case of our 4-CSP, we aim to:
• Detect an inconsistency.
• Guarantee the existence of at least one solution.
• Reduce all interval domains to smaller sizes.
• Achieve a solved (or canonical) form wherefrom all solutions can be generated easily.
As will be detailed in this section, these goals can be achieved using the hypergraph-based characterization introduced in the previous section.
Computing the canonical form of a 4-CSP, using the minimal weight function, will provide a useful mechanism to solve many problems modeled by 4-CSP. However, finding an efficient algorithm that can compute the minimal weight function is, in the general case, an open problem at the time of writing this paper. Note that, computing the minimal weight by finding all HP ath, is a hard problem since there are exponential number of HP ath. Thus, as long as an upper approximation can be guaranteed, an exact representation of a 4-CSP is not required. Keeping this fact in mind, we introduce some fundamental results that will allow us to compute either the canonical form (for some special cases), or an upper approximations of the canonical form. The next theorem gives the necessary conditions to be verified by the minimal weight function. x i , x j , x p , x q , x k , x l be six variables of X 0 and let M ijpq denotes the minimal bound 
Theorem 8 Let
F s bm (c ijpq ) of a constraint c ijpq = ((x i − x j ) − (x p − x q ) ≤ m ijpq ). Then, 1. M ijpq = M qpji = M ipjq 2. M ijkk = M ij00 3. M ijji = 2M ij00 4. M ijpq ≤ M ijkl + M klpq 5. M ijpq ≤ M iklq + M kjpl
Proof 8 The proof of the first point is based on the fact that
F v (c ijpq ) = F v (c ipjq ) = F v (c qpji )F v (c ijkk ) = F v (c ij00 ) and F v (c ijji ) = 2F v (c ij00 ).
Now, the idea of proving the 4 point comes from the fact that M ijpq is either −∞ (presence of negative hypercycles in S) or reached by a h-path.
Here we give only the proof for the first point; the last one can be proved similarly.
• Let assume that M ijkl = −∞ and M klpq = −∞. Then, there exist two h-paths (P 1, (λ i )) ∈ HP ath(c ijkl ) and (P 2, (λ i )) ∈ HP ath(c klpq ) such that:
Since 
• Now, assume that M ijkl = −∞. 
This assertion will be proved by contraposition. Suppose that the octagon is not canonic even when the four points of Theorem 8 are verified, then there exists, for instance, a hyperpath
Let assume that M ikl0 = −∞ and M kjpl = −∞. Then, there exists two h-paths (P 1, (λ i )) ∈ HP ath(c ikl0 ) and (P 2, (λ i )) ∈ HP ath(c kjpl ) such that:
As
is less than the h-path bound associated to P 1 ∪ P 2 which has as bound of
which is a special case for the fifth property:
M ijpq ≤ M iklq + M kjpl .
The lower bound subclass:
This form contains also three variables per inequality. The result is proved in the same manner as upper bound forms taking into account just the order matter.
Implementation
After presenting all necessary ingredients and theoretical backgrounds related to the 4-constraint satisfaction problem, we discuss in this section the implementation of a 4-CSP detail, from an implementation point of view, how 4-CSP can be stored and how efficient algorithms can be developed for computing canonical forms and testing the emptiness of a 4-CSP.
2D-DBM data-structure
Difference Bound Matrix (DBM) is a square matrix M where each coordinate m kl represents the upper bound of the difference x l − x k . For example, the following constraints x 1 ≤ 4 (equivalent to x 1 − x 0 ≤ 4), x 2 ≤ 3, x 2 ≥ 5, 8 ≥ x 2 − x 1 ≥ 6 can be represented by the following DBM:
To implement and facilitate the manipulation of the 4-CSP domains, a suitable data structure is needed. Therefore, DBM is extended in two dimensions to obtain the so-called "2D-DBM". A 2-Dimensions Difference Bound Matrix (2D-DBM) is a square matrix M where m kl is the upper bound M ijpq of the constraints C ijpq , for 1 ≤ k, l ≤ (n + 1) 2 : lines and columns become difference of variables instead of variables, as depicted in Figure 2 . Figure 2 : 2D-BDM data structure.
Canonical form computation algorithm
The idea of computing the canonical form (or, sometimes, just an upper approximation) of a given 2D-DBM is based on Theorems 8 and 9. In fact, Theorem 8 gives the necessary conditions to be fulfilled by any canonical 4-CSP (e.g canonical 2D-DBM), whereas Theorem 9 establishes special cases where some of these conditions are sufficient. From the viewpoint of graph theory, both theories rely on the minimal weight hypergraph (the hypergraph closure) associated to a 2D-DBM.
The hypergraph closure
The first algorithm developed in this paper, for computing the canonical (or, sometimes, just an upper approximation) form of a given 2D-DBM and testing the emptiness of the solution set, is illustrated in the Algorithm 1. From the viewpoint of graph theory, Algorithm 1 allows to minimize the hypergraph associated to a given 4-CSP and to check the existence of a negative hypercycle. A solution is guaranteed if the diagonal of the final canonical 2D-DBM does not contain any negative cell (i.e. there is no negative hypercycle in the hypergraph). Thus, we obtain at least one solution: the variable valuations contained in the first column. Note that each iteration of the algorithm presents the constraint propagation technique, since the changing of one constraint upper bound impact the upper bounds of the others. In fact, each iteration strengthens the bounds of each system constraint, which means that it excludes quickly many values from the variables domains. Consequently, the constraint propagation process is accelerated. 
From the hypergraph closure to the 4-CSP tractability
For the sake of clarity, we presented in Algorithm 1 only the skeleton of the hypergraph closure, without giving technical details about how operations will be implemented or when the algorithm will terminate. Technically, in the implementation, we use two two-dimensional tables, with (n + 1) 2 columns and (n + 1) 2 lines. The 2D-DBM is rewritten in a way that: column C ij (resp. line L ij ) of 2D-DBM which represents the variable x i − x j becomes the column C i * n+j (resp. line L i * n+j ).
The algorithm complexity analysis. It is obvious that the canonical form is obtained in at most (n + 1) 4 /2 iterations. This maximum number of iterations is achieved if we suppose that just two difference variables are related pairwise, that way we will have (n + 1) 4 /2 binary classes.
Our algorithm is polynomial in time and space. In fact it has a complexity O(n 10 ). This reflects the efficiency of our algorithm compared with the other approximation algorithms that infer complex constraints, and the precision obtained besides using just binary constraints interested in by the majority of works.
5.2.3
The whole algorithm
Up to now, the domain of solutions is very reduced, it remains fair to extract the solution combinations. For this, we add to our algorithm the last version of the Arc Consistency algorithm AC2001 [12] . AC2001 takes as an only input the Constraint Network resulted from the hypergraph closure algorithm, which is very reduced. Therefore, it provides the set of variable values quickly.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced a subclass of CSP named 4-CSP. As it has been shown, studying 4-CSP can be of great importance, considering their omnipresence in many real problems as well as their reduced complexity proven to be polynomial. In comparison with the other variants of CSP, the 4-CSP is more rich than binary CSP in terms of invariants precision; and less complex than the general CSP in terms of implementation cost, since it is proved to be cubic in the number of system variables. The main contribution of this paper consists of providing a complete framework for the 4-CSP, including the theoretical background and the implementation issues. In addition, we have also provided the first answer, to the best of our knowledge, to the following fundamental problem : can we build a scalable and graph theory based algorithms for CSP tractability similar to those of Bellman? Thanks to the hypergraph theory coupled with positive linear dependence theory, a positive answer has been proved for the 4-CSP class. This result might be extended to CSP with constraints similar to those of the Octahedra [21] .
Finally, in order to represent and manipulate 4-CSP, we have defined a suitable data-structure called 2D-DBM, and elaborated the algorithm able to obtain the canonical form for this structure.
